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Abstract

Introduction: While chiropractic care is often associated with the treatment of musculoskeletal conditions, there are other, non-musculoskeletal conditions which may benefit from spinal manipulation (SM). This paper reports on the return of hearing in a woman treated with chiropractic adjustments after 8 months of lack of improvement through allopathic care. Pre and post audiograms were used for comparison.

Case Presentation: In this report, a 46 year old white female with neck pain, tinnitus, and hearing loss was treated with cervical spinal manipulation with positive results. A pre-treatment audiogram indicated low-frequency hearing loss, worse in the left ear.

Intervention and Outcomes: After being unsuccessfully medically treated over an 8 month period, she sought chiropractic care for the above symptoms. After 3 chiropractic adjustments, her hearing and associated symptoms were significantly improved. She received 12 treatments over a 4-month period. When asked to rate her hearing and fullness sensation in the ear on a Patient Specific Functional Scale with a 0-10 measure, where 0 is no deficits and 10 is completely impaired, initially she rated her symptoms as 7, and 5 months after the conclusion of care, her rating dropped to 1. Following treatment her audiogram was normal.
Conclusion: This report details the condition and treatment of a female patient with cervicalgia and associated hearing loss (HL). Possible mechanisms for these results are discussed. This case along with others previously published,1-4 aid in the consideration of (SM) as a possible intervention for HL associated with cervicalgia.

Introduction

While there have been anecdotal accounts of resolution of hearing loss following spinal manipulation (SM), and several case studies published,1-4 no randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are present in the scientific literature in which patients with hearing loss (HL) are randomly treated with SM, placebo, or other interventions.

In 2003-2004 the prevalence of speech-frequency HL in United States adults was estimated to be 16.1%.5 HL, which can lead to functional decline and depression, is the most widespread sensory impairment in aging people. It is the 3rd most common chronic condition in older Americans, after hypertension and arthritis.6

Audiograms test the ability to hear sounds. Sounds vary based on their loudness (intensity) and the speed of sound wave vibrations (tone). In detailed audiometry, hearing is normal if one can hear tones from 250 Hz - 8,000 Hz at 25 dB or lower. The minimum intensity (volume) required to hear a tone is graphed. An attachment called a bone oscillator is placed against the bone behind each ear (mastoid bone) to test bone conduction.7

Some causes of hearing loss include damage to the inner ear, buildup of earwax, infections, and tympanic membrane perforation. Other common reasons include aging, heredity, occupational noises, recreational noises, deep diving pressure changes, medications or illnesses.8

Conductive HL is caused by a mechanical problem in the middle or outer ear. While not as common as sensorineural loss, it is still common in older adults. In conductive HL, ossicles may not conduct sound properly, the eardrum may not vibrate in response to sound, or there may be fluid in the middle ear. Most commonly the cochlea and the middle ear are involved; rarely are the brainstem or auditory nerve involved.9 There may also be an association between cervical spine trauma, such as whiplash, and HL. The U.S. Census data for 2003 estimates the incidence of Cervical Acceleration Deceleration (CAD) injury at 1,472,867 million per year.10 Approximately 10% of patients who have suffered whiplash injury will develop otological symptoms such as tinnitus, deafness and vertigo.11 Tinnitus, which was an associated symptom in this case, affects up to one-third of all adults sometime in their life, and 15% of adults have prolonged tinnitus associated with HL, requiring medical attention.9

Usual medical treatment of these disorders depends on the etiology. Medication, hearing aids, and/or surgery can be expensive and less than optimal.6 If there were a safe and effective manual therapy which could address this problem, patients could utilize SM first, and if non-responsive, could then resort to more invasive measures.
Case Presentation

A 46-year-old female sought care for chronic neck pain with associated left-sided tinnitus and HL, which she first noticed after swimming. This began as a “ringing” in her left ear, and progressed to a “fullness sensation” in her left ear and temporal region, with difficulty hearing out of that ear. She had been previously seen by an ear, nose, and throat (ENT) specialist for evaluation and treatment. An audiogram had been performed which showed conductive HL on the left at 500 Hz (low frequency). (Figure 1A) The finding was conductive hearing loss due to nerve damage diagnosed by the ENT. Patient received medications, which patient reported provided no help.

In our examination of the patient, bilateral cervical lateral flexion as well as extension were painful and restricted. Patient’s blood pressure was 100/80, and she has a family history of diabetes and high blood pressure. Anterior weight bearing of the head and cervical hypolordosis was noted. Spinal palpation revealed tenderness on the left at levels C1, C2, and C3. No abnormalities were detected on otoscopic or the remainder of the physical examination. A diagnosis of conductive HL and associated cervical spine segmental dysfunction was made.

Intervention and Outcomes

Patient was seen for 12 total visits, with a frequency of 1 time per week for a period of 4 months. Her care included full spine adjustments determined by static and motion palpation, and electrical muscle stimulation in the upper thoracic region, as well as home cervical exercises. Manipulative treatment of the cervical spine consisted of supine diversified technique, in which she was placed face up and the spinal level of involvement was contacted on the lamina-pedicle junction on the side of vertebral body rotation. Her head was laterally flexed over the contact hand and rotated away. A high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) thrust was then given to the specific levels (C1 through C3), depending on findings each visit. Thoracic and lumbar spine was also adjusted as restrictions were detected throughout treatment plan. Segments from T3-T5 were corrected with Double Thenar Technique, and lumbar spine segments L1-L5 were treated with Flexion Distraction.

Various outcome assessment tools were utilized to track her progress over the course of care. First, a Quadruple Visual Analog Scale (QVAS) was utilized, in which the patient rated her neck pain from 0 (no pain) to 10 (severe pain). Her neck pain scores fluctuated significantly, from 18% to 65% to 33% and then 12% at the conclusion of care. An additional outcome assessment, the Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) was used to further track progress of HL. This scale measured the intensity of the “fullness sensation” in her ear; 0 indicated no fullness and 10 indicated very severe fullness. Prior to care she rated this fullness sensation as 7/10, and five months after the conclusion of care her rating was 1/10. Before and after audiograms which showed improvement were also performed (Figures 1 and 2). After her third treatment, she stated that the fullness sensation in her ear and her hearing were significantly improved. She continued to improve and was released after 12 visits.
12/14/09 audiogram shows audible thresholds for standardized frequencies to determine the extent of patient-reported hearing loss. Both the left (X) and right (O) ears were tested. Mild hearing loss was noted at 30 decibels (dB) and 250Hz in both ears.
Fig. 2. Post-treatment audiogram.

12/13/10: Post audiogram shows audible thresholds for standardized frequencies to determine the extent of change in patient-reported hearing loss. Both the left (X) and right (O) ears were tested, and all measured points bilaterally fell within normal hearing standards.

Discussion

In reviewing the literature listed in the electronic databases of PubMed and Index of Chiropractic Literature, several reports make mention of an association between cervical spine disorders and hearing loss. For example, one study shows that in 420 patients with fullness in the ear, vertigo, fluctuating hearing, and tinnitus, 60% had a history of whiplash injury. Further, most had been to a physiotherapist or chiropractor for the treatment of back or neck problems. 51 patients showed normal hearing levels, a mild Eustachian tube dysfunction, mydriasis, and a functional disorder of the upper cervical spine, diagnosed as cervicogenic otoocular syndrome. There appears to be an association between musculoskeletal complaints and eye and/or ear complaints in these patients.

In a reported case from Germany, a 36-year-old soccer player hit his head with the ball and had sudden hearing loss in his right ear. After a single manipulation to the thoracic spine (T6), the right sacroiliac joint, and the right side of the neck (C2-C4) his hearing immediately improved. In another report, 15 hearing-impaired patients instantly had improved hearing following 1 cervical SM per
audiograms. Kessinger reported that when a 75-year-old woman with a longstanding history of vertigo, tinnitus, and HL received upper cervical-specific chiropractic care, her hearing improved as measured by audiogram. Following chiropractic care of the upper cervical spine and cervical distraction exercises, marked resolution of a 3-year-old girl’s HL and painful effusive otitis media was reported by Brown. Results were confirmed by the patient’s pediatrician and audiology tests.

In our case, the patient did not seek chiropractic care until 8 months after her initial diagnosis by the ENT, and, in spite of the chronicity of her complaint, within 3 treatments the tinnitus and HL were largely resolved. Therefore, we do not believe that this is a case of spontaneous remission. It might be argued that she simply had water in her ear from swimming, causing the conduction loss, and that SM facilitated the fluid draining from the ear. However, 2 otoscopic examinations detected no abnormalities. Also, while the non-musculoskeletal complaints of tinnitus and HL largely resolved early in care, her neck pain seems to not have been substantially affected, dropping from 18% to 12% on the QVAS, which is not a significant change. Ergo, the musculoskeletal complaint did not respond as well as the non-musculoskeletal complaint.

Guzman et al. looked at numerous manual therapies and made recommendations for the treatment of neck pain. Seventeen studies were reviewed and positive evidence was found for both mobilization and manipulation, particularly when combined with exercise was noted. The relation between manual treatments and serious complication is controversial; however, a systematic review of the literature published in 2013 found no epidemiological studies that validate that there is an association between ischemic stroke after cervical spine manipulation. It is suggested by Cassidy et al. that the odds of having a stroke following a visit to a doctor of chiropractic are no greater than the odds of having a stroke following a visit to a primary care doctor. Since the patient had a blood pressure within normal limits, and presented with no abnormal vascular symptoms, she was deemed a candidate for SM.

Improvement in non-musculoskeletal complaints is a common finding among practicing chiropractors: a patient presents with a musculoskeletal complaint such as neck or back pain, and while those symptoms often improve under care, the patient may have improvement in other complaints that are unrelated and unexpected. For example, patients commonly report improvements in breathing, circulation, and digestion, among other problems. There are several possible mechanisms to explain how cervical SM may affect hearing. One of these is cortical neuroplasticity, which is an important property of the auditory system. Central plastic changes are most likely the result of relatively simple alterations in the balance of excitatory and/or inhibitory inputs produced by chiropractic manipulation. There may also be central plastic changes which occur in the brainstem at the level of the vestibular nerve. The vestibular nuclei integrate signals from the vestibular organs and visual system with those of the somatic system. Neurophysiologic changes associated with speech-sound perception can be measured, thereby indicating that central sensory representation is plastic.

Pickar has suggested that SM has a physiological effect on the inflow of sensory information into the central nervous system (CNS), affecting primary afferent neurons from par spinal tissues. Mechanical and chemical changes in the spinal structures such as the intervertebral foramen can affect the dorsal
root ganglia and cause reflex changes in the CNS. He suggests that perhaps central sensory processing is altered through SM by removing subthreshold mechanical or chemical stimuli affecting somatosomatic reflexes. While he does not directly apply this theory to conductive hearing loss, if one extrapolates, it may be that mechanical and/or chemical noxious stimuli within the ear reflexively affect the cervical spine via the dorsal root ganglia contributing to cervical segmental dysfunction.

Another possible mechanism involves activating thalamic and cortical pathways via cervical SM. Carrick examined the changes in brain function after manipulation of the cervical spine by mapping the physiological cortical maps in 500 test subjects. By examining the visual field’s blind spot dimension changes, he suggested that cervical manipulation has a significant ability to increase contralateral thalamic and cortical activity. Cervical SM activates specific neurological pathways and may be associated with an increase or decrease in brain function depending upon the side of the manipulation and the cortical hemisphericity of a patient.  

To extrapolate from Carrick’s findings, another explanation involves the manner in which auditory communication is conveyed to the brain. There are 2 different pathways: the primary auditory pathway which carries messages from the cochlea, and the reticular sensory pathway which carries all types of sensory messages. The first relay of the primary auditory pathway and the reticular sensory pathway occurs in the cochlear nucleus in the brain stem. It is possible that cervical SM, by way of joint receptors, evokes primary afferents of the auditory nerve, possibly at this cochlear level in the brainstem, affecting the ipsilateral cerebellar projection in the reticular sensory pathway and the ipsilateral cerebellar projection to the contralateral thalamocortical tracts of the primary auditory pathway.  

Whichever the mechanism, it appears that cervical SM had a positive impact in the hearing and associated symptoms of this patient.

Conclusion

This case suggests that upper cervical spine manipulation may have positively affected hearing loss and tinnitus associated with cervicogenic pain in this patient. While there are other treatment options to aid such complaints in adult patients, something as simple and safe as SM should be considered a possible intervention. Several mechanisms may explain the neuropathophysiology of this condition and how it is affected by SM; however, this has not been well-explored and warrants additional study.
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